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ON HOW THINGS ARE
AND WHY THERE IS
FUNDAMENTALLY ONLY ONE
AN INTERVIEW WITH JONATHAN SCHAFFER
By Reier Helle
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ince he earned his Ph.D. from Rutgers University
in 1999 Professor Jonathan Schaffer has published
prolifically on epistemology, metaphysics, philosophy
of science, and philosophy of language. His papers “On
What Grounds What” (2009), “Knowing the Answer”
(2008), “From Nihilism to Monism” (2008), “Skepticism,
Contextualism and Discrimination” (2002) and
“Causation by Disconnection” (2001) have all won awards.
He has held positions at the University of Houston, the
University of Massachusetts-Amherst and the Australian
National University. He is presently a professor at Rutgers
University. In metaphysics he is the foremost contemporary proponent of monism and in metametaphysics he
champions what he calls a ‘neo-Aristotelian ontology’. We
interviewed him on what exists, how it exists and why we
should think his answers to these questions are better than
others.
Professor Schaffer, you have been attacking what you call a
‘Quinean ontology’ and championing what you call a ‘neoAristotelian ontology’. First, what is Quinean ontology?
I understand Quinean ontology as being primarily
focused on the question of what exists. You can
find some pretty explicit statements from Quine in
“On What There Is” to the effect that the task of
ontology is to answer the question of what exists.
What I’m trying to argue is that that is a very limited conception of ontology and one that misses
out on some of the most interesting and important
questions, both historically and philosophically,
for ontologists to ask. For instance, consider the
mind: Most people would agree that mind and
matter exist, so settling the matter of what exist
just scratches the surface of things. The interesting
question that doesn’t get asked in the Quinean
framework is which is more fundamental. The
kind of neo-Aristotelian perspective that I’ve been
advocating is one that looks at questions of what
is more fundamental than what (or, what grounds

what) – as a different kind of ontological question,
which I think is both historically and philosophically interesting.
So why do you think analytic philosophy has been preoccupied
with the Quinean picture?
I think a lot of what has happened in analytic metaphysics has been a process of forgetting and recovering. There was the period of logical positivism,
when metaphysics was decried as meaningless nonsense, and the tradition was ruptured; many of the
great questions that had been running through the
philosophical tradition for centuries were disregarded, and the next generation of students was not
trained up on these questions. So there was a kind
of vacuum with respect to what metaphysics was.
And then Quine, an absolutely brilliant and eloquent philosopher, comes in and says ‘here is what
metaphysics is’, and moreover has a methodology
for doing metaphysics in this way. I think that this
combination of factors allowed for the Quinean
perspective to take over. Indeed, in discussion with
Carnap, Quine admits that he is giving us a stipulative definition of what metaphysics is, which he
thought was useful because he had a methodology
for pursuing its question: what exists?
In your paper “On What Grounds What” you quote Stephen
Yablo saying that Quinean ontology promises ontology the
progressive research program, instead of ontology the swapping of hunches about what exists. Does this capture the more
recent analytic distrust of traditional metaphysics?
Definitely. After Quine a whole sort of industry
came in, talking about whether theory x with
quantifiers ranging over domain y was indispensable to physics. For instance, are numbers indispensable to physics? So Quine established this research
program and that was what metaphysics became.
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In the same paper you claim quite strongly that most existence
questions are trivial or simply uninteresting.
Yes, the existence questions that analytic metaphysicians have tended to pursue – such as the question of whether numbers exist – are in my view
trivial ‘yes’-questions.
You purport for instance to refute the mereological nihilist
with the argument: 1) My body has parts – which is a biological banality; 2) therefore there are composites; and thus 3)
nihilism is false. What has been the reaction to this argument,
and do you still think it is enough?
I do. I don’t�����������������������������������
����������������������������������������
know if anyone has written explicitly in response to that argument. The nihilists that
I’m familiar with, of course reject the first premise
that my body has parts. They instead try to provide
something like a paraphrase in nihilistic terms for
that premise; they will try to make it more palatable to reject that premise. That’s the standard
response to those arguments.
Your own neo-Aristotelian view is different from the Quinean
view. You think that how things exist, not whether they do, is
the interesting question. How so? Can you explain this?
The question of how things exist is, in that context,
meant to be understood as the following question:
How can entities of a given sort exist, in a world
that is fundamentally thus and so? It is part of the
metaphysician’s job to say how reality is fundamentally. To return to the example of minds, with
which I began: It may well be that our world is
fundamentally physical; there is nothing mental at
the fundamental level. This could be debated, but
it would be the view that I hold, and it is a fairly
standard view. And then our question becomes:
How can there be minds in a world that is fundamentally physical? That’s the ‘how’-question. The
interesting question to me isn‘t ‘oh, do they exist,
are there minds?’. It’s quite obvious that the answer
to that question is ‘yes’. So the interesting question
isn’t whether minds exist, it is how minds exist in a
world that is fundamentally a physical world, that’s
fundamentally just something like quantum fields
in space-time.
So this ‘how’ of existence, we’re not to understand it in terms
of degrees or modes of existence?
That’s not how I had intended the question, but I
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don’t mind degrees of existence. However, I’m not
asking what degree of reality minds have. Maybe
that’s a sensible question – I think it is – but maybe
not. I’m just asking how in a world that is fundamentally physical, can there be things like minds.
So when you speak of the ‘great chain of being’, a picture according to which the metaphysical structure is a partial ordering from the most fundamental to the less fundamental, you
don’t understand this as entities enjoying less and less reality?
Actually, as I was saying, I’m perfectly happy with
adding that to the picture, but it’s not required by
the picture; we could say, if we wanted, that every
entity in the great chain of being has a full degree of
reality. This is consistent. Still I am perfectly happy
with saying that the fundamental entities have the
highest degree of reality, and that the entities that
depend on them have a lesser degree of reality, because I think that the notion of degree of reality is
a historical notion that one sees deployed in Plato
and Descartes and a lot of historical sources. It is
the kind of notion that by my lights we ought to
make sense of if we can. So I think of the chain of
being picture as offering an opportunity to make
sense of degrees of reality, but it’s not mandatory.
So those who think that the degree of reality talk
ought to be banished can still work with a ‘great
chain of being’-picture.
Given the triviality arguments we just discussed is it reasonable to say that you take a permissive stance on What exists?
Yes.
And so, the obvious Quinean objection to this is that your
way of doing ontology leaves our reality cluttered, that your
picture runs afoul of Ockham’s razor. How do you respond to
that objection?
I think it’s really important once one has a distinction between what’s fundamental and what’s
dependent, to reconsider Ockham’s razor in the
light of this distinction. So let me work with an
analogy: Instead of talking about what exists on
the ontological side, let’s talk about concepts on
the ideological side. I’m going to give you an analogy for how I think Ockham’s razor ought to be
understood. With respect to a conceptual system,
it should be seen as a natural principle that you
shouldn’t multiply concepts without necessity.
You should have an elegant, economical system of

concepts. But what we want to avoid multiplying
are the primitive concepts. Defined concepts come
for free when you have the primitives from which
you define them. Defined concepts are not only
no additional clutter, they are actually a strength
of a system of primitives. The ideal, if you think
of the conceptual side of things, would be to have
a very sparse basis of just a few primitive notions
that allow you to define up a lot of useful defined
concepts.
This is what you call the ‘bang for the buck’-principle?
Exactly right. So we should understand the ontological side of things on exactly the lines of that
analogy. What we really should want, when we talk
about avoiding clutter, is to avoid clutter in our
primitive, root, fundamental entities. We should
have a very sparse picture of what’s fundamental.
Dependent, derivative existents are just like defined concepts – a free lunch. And it’s a strength of
an ontology, if from a very sparse basis it allows
you to derive lots of dependent entities, especially
entities that evidently are out there to be found.
We have been discussing this indirectly for some time now, but
I would like to make it explicit: What are the positive reasons
for preferring your way of doing ontology?
Compared to a Quinean ontology, I think that the
kind of neo-Aristotelian approach that I advocate
draws more distinctions. The Quinean approach
just has two boxes as it were, where any given entity can either be put in the box of the existent or
the box of the non-existent. The kind of approach I
go in for posits more structure in a way that I think
is helpful. So it doesn’t just have a big box for the
existents, it has a kind of structured tree or chain
of being. We don’t just toss things into a big box of
the existing, we put things in a structure reflecting
what depends on what. That means, strictly speaking, that a neo-Aristotelian approach posits more
structure than a Quinean approach. But the additional structure reflects something in the world
which I think we need to recognize.
You prefer to generate the structure through the grounding
relation. Can you say something about this relation?
I take it that we must recognize a distinction between what is fundamental and what is dependent,
such as for instance between the physical and the
mental. Then we must recognize some sort of re-

lation of dependence, holding from the dependent
entity to what it depends on. ‘Grounding’ is just
a name for that kind of metaphysical dependence
relation. So in that sense we could have called it
‘dependence’ or anything else. It’s just supposed to
name the thing that connects the fundamental to
the less fundamental.
Still, there is disagreement. To name one: You disagree with
several other ontologists on what the grounding relation can
relate. Gideon Rosen, for instance, and others with him, think
that grounding first and foremost relates facts, while you think
that objects can ground objects and abstracta and so on. Is this
disagreement substantial?
I’m not sure. I doubt that Rosen, Fine, and these
others would quite agree with what I’m going to
say, but here is my perspective: I think that we need
to draw a distinction that we can see from thinking
about causation. So in theorizing about causation
we distinguish causation, which holds not between
objects but events, from causal explanation, which
holds between facts. But where there is causal explanation, there must be causal relations between
events in the world backing it up. I think we find
the very same structure on the metaphysical side
as well. So we need to posit a worldly relation
between entities that is the analogue of causation,
alongside an abstract relation between facts, that
is, the relation of metaphysical explanation. When
people like Rosen and Fine and other people talk
about grounding, they always regiment their talk in
terms of facts. They say something like ‘this fact or
these facts because of that fact or those facts’, and
that’s exactly the kind of regimentation that’s appropriate for explanatory talk. I think these people
are giving some really sophisticated, brilliant and
well developed accounts of metaphysical explanation. But I think they’re missing something, which
can be seen in the causal case. We think that when
a causal explanation, an abstract relation between
facts, obtains, it must be backed by the worldly relation of causation. I think that these people are
missing that when their kind of metaphysical explanation holds, it must be backed by a worldly relation between entities. And that’s what I am using
grounding for. I’m using grounding as a kind of
metaphysical analogue of causation – they’re using
grounding as a kind of analogue of explanation. So
by my lights they may be perfectly right about the
abstract pattern of metaphysical explanations between facts. I’m offering an account of the concrete
pattern of grounding in the world that is needed to
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back any such account. That is my take on things,
at any rate.
In most of your papers you are silent on the precise consequences of one type of entity grounding another. Do you think for
instance that if x grounds y, then y can still exist without x?
Certainly. y might for instance have a number of
different sufficient grounds. If x and z are independently sufficient to, as it were, metaphysically produce y, x can ground y, but y can still exist without
x – since z is still around to produce y.
So in general grounding is neither necessary nor sufficient for
existence?

You take care to emphasize that the neo-Aristotelian approach
also retains a trash bin for the non-existent, and you point out
that you don’t endorse Meinongian objects. So my question is:
Where do you draw the line? And in our previous parlance,
why not award Meinongian objects just a tiny sliver of reality?
A lot depends on what you mean by ‘Meinongian
objects’.
Let’s say the round square.

When x partially grounds y, then x is neither necessary nor sufficient for the existence of y. So here
is why x isn’t necessary for the existence of y: It
is because y could have another, wholly sufficient ground. Imagine that x is a wholly sufficient
ground for y, but z is a wholly sufficient ground for
y as well, and that x and z both exist, and y as well;
then it will be true that x grounds y, but x is not
necessary, for if x had not existed, as long as z is still
there, z is a wholly sufficient ground for y, so z will
make sure of y’s existence.

Right, okay. What I meant by ‘Meinongian object’
is something that does not exist. There are different
understandings of what it is to be a Meinongian
object. The understanding I prefer is an understanding on which there are some Meinongian objects,
some things that subsist or that merely are, without
existing. I don’t think it is plausible to hold that something is, while denying that it exists. And that’s
why I don’t go in for a Meinongian view. But you
could if you wanted I suppose, go in for a kind of
neo-Aristotelian/Meinongian view.

So it is okay with a metaphysical overdetermination in terms
of grounding?

I ask because it seems you could construct an argument,
very like your own arguments, for the existence or reality of
Meinongian objects. Just say: 1) The round square is impossible; 2) therefore there are impossibles; and 3) so there is a
Meinongian object.

Yes, and that shows that a partial ground isn’t necessary for the existence of what it grounds. Also,
a partial ground needn’t be sufficient for what it
grounds either. And here is a kind of case that
shows this: Let’s now imagine that x and z together
are sufficient for producing y, but that x alone
doesn’t have enough oomph to make for y, nor
does z. So x and z they jointly make for y, but x
isn’t sufficient for y to exist, because if we have a
world where we don’t have z or anything replacing
z, then we don’t have enough to produce y.
But can you have in one world x and z grounding y, in a
second world only x grounding y, and in a third world only
z grounding y?
I think that’s a possible scenario as well, and that
it will create a sort of overdetermination, which
we might call overgrounding, where x and z are
both independent, wholly sufficient grounds for y.
Maybe one world is an overgrounding world and
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has both x and z as sufficient grounds for y. But
then there can be a second world that just had x
without z and that will be a world that has y. The
third world that just has z without x will be a world
with y as well.
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I like that argument. The reason why I was trying to clarify what Meinongian objects were by my
lights, is because I do think that the round square
exists: It’s a fictional object. So in that sense I’m
happy to say that it’s in some sense an impossible
object, but I would just add that it exists, so in that
sense it’s by my lights not a Meinongian object. So
to recognize the round square as an existing fictional object is not to recognize objects that don’t
exist. It is just to say ‘more things exist than you
might have thought’.
Let us turn to your preferred way of filling in the grounding
structure. You’re a monist. What does that mean?
For me it means that among actual concrete objects, to which we should now restrict our attention – tables and chairs and the like – there is one

and only one fundamental thing, and that is the
cosmos as a whole. So I think the cosmos has proper parts. So you and I, that table and that chair,
they all exist, but they are less fundamental than
the cosmos itself; we exist as dependent fragments
of the cosmos.
You have presented quite a few arguments for monism; which
ones do you think are the strongest and which do you like best?
There are three main arguments for monism that I
have given so far. One is the argument from quantum entanglement. One can actually generalize
away from the details of actual physics, and identify a more general argument from the possibility
of emergence that lurks behind it.
This is the argument from the asymmetry of supervenience?
Yes. The idea is that it is generally possible that a
whole can have properties not supervenient on the
intrinsic properties of its parts and their relations;
and in fact, in quantum mechanics, with quantum
entanglement, we see this very possibility realized.
So it is not a mere possibility, it is an actual fact.
Whereas the converse, in which you have parts
whose intrinsic properties and arrangements are
not derivable from the intrinsic properties of the
whole – that is impossible. So there is a certain sense in which if you fix the properties of the whole
you’re guaranteed to fix the properties of the parts.
And that seems to me to make a strong case for the
most metaphysically general way to proceed being
to fix the properties of the whole, and the properties of the parts will come along.
Because the monist can guarantee, as you say, a ‘complete roster of reality’, whereas the pluralist cannot, since emergence is
a real possibility?
Yes. And as I was saying, in fact I think that our
world is a world of emergence – that is the quantum entanglement argument for emergence. A
second argument is the argument from the possibility of gunk, where gunk is something every part
of which has proper parts. It is something that you
can never divide into minimal parts – there is no
end. So there is a real asymmetry here as well, at
least according to classical mereology. The asymmetry is that gunk is possible: There are models of
classical mereology in which everything has proper parts. But the converse, junk (something every
whole of which is a proper part of a larger whole),

is impossible. In every single possible world there is
a unique top; it is a theorem of classical mereology
that there is a unique top. So these are the reasons
from mereology. If we’re looking for a fundamental
object we are going to be able to find something at
the top, but we’re not guaranteed to find something
at the bottom, for there is no guarantee that there
is a bottom level. So that’s a reason for thinking
that the most metaphysically general place to look
for the fundamental is the top of the hierarchy.
As you know, Professor Einar Bøhn here in Oslo, has challenged your claim that junk is impossible. And his reasons for
thinking junk possible are akin to your reasons for thinking
gunk possible.
Professor Bøhn does put things that way, though
this is a point where he and I disagree.
Okay. He points out that you have non-classical models of
mereology that allow for junk, and that junk is conceivable,
by thought-experiment for instance, and that several philosophers have condoned the possibility; but you still think it’s
impossible?
Oh, absolutely. So I should point out some of the
disanalogies in the arguments. One of the tests that
I give for metaphysical possibility is that there are
serious scientific theories that posit the phenomena. And there are serious theories that posit gunk,
but to my knowledge there are no serious scientific theories that posit junk. I don’t think Professor
Bøhn has succeeded in bringing any such theories
to light. I should say, moreover, that the asymmetry is just what classical mereology offers. I mean,
of course there are non-classical mereologies; there
are lots of different ones that offer all sorts of different results, but none of these are very plausible
by my lights. The reason why classical mereology
is the leading approach to mereology is that it is a
beautiful, elegant, and powerful theory. And this
theory has a built-in asymmetry: It permits gunk
but not junk. It just seems to me that we should let
our best theory of mereology go to work in helping
us think about what the possibilities are.
Though you say that you do not put much weight on it,
another one of your arguments still bears mentioning: What
we can call ‘the argument from common sense’. What do you
think of this argument?
When I said that there was a third argument for
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monism, I didn’t have in mind anything from
common sense, because I don’t think common
sense is a very important factor. What I had in
mind was the argument from ‘the internal relatedness of all things’. The main reason I wind up talking about common sense at all is that historically,
and actually still to this day, the main reaction
that one sees to monism is ‘oh, this is just a crazy
view that contravenes common sense’. And that’s a
way to dismiss a view without seriously engaging
with it. So something needs to be said against this
standard first reaction. There are two things I say
against that, the first of which is that we should all
acknowledge that common sense has very little to
say about matters of fundamental ontology. So I
don’t think common sense should be taken very seriously on this matter. But that aside, I do actually
think that the monist, at least with monism properly understood in terms of fundamentality, has
a lot going for it from the perspective of common
sense, because common sense does, I think, tend to
view the cosmos as an integrated whole – more like
a syllable than a heap, to use Aristotle’s distinction.1 One of the main respects in which you can see
that – and this is connected to the paper you just
recently heard me give in Oslo2 – is that the laws of
nature operate uniformly across all space and time,
and indeed they need to be understood as operative on the level of the cosmos as a whole – the laws
govern the evolution of the cosmos through time.
The laws don’t tell you how the states of subsystems
will evolve through time, because the subsystems
are not isolated; they are subject to interference
from the outside. So you can’t lawfully predict the
evolution of subsystems without taking into account the whole system in which they are embedded, while you can give lawful predictions of the
cosmos as a whole. So that’s one of the reasons for
preferring monism that we can see from a common
sense point of view: We can see that the cosmos is
integrated by lawful principles. But again, I don’t
think that common sense matters very much when
we discuss these issues.
So you wanted to say something of the argument from the
internal relatedness of all things. What is this argument?
So this is a third argument, and I have a separate paper
devoted to it. The core idea is that if you wanted to tell
whether a cosmos were a sort of integrated monistic
unity or a mere scattered pluralistic heap of independent elements, here would be a pretty good test: In
a scattered heap of independent elements, these ele64
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ments ought to be completely modally independent of
each other. That would be what’s called ‘free recombination’, in the sense that the one element can be any
which way and the other element can be any which
way – think of two knobs on a stereo, each of which
can be set any which way independently of the other
– whereas in an integrated monistic unity, you should
expect to see modal connections between things, because all these things have a common bond in the
cosmos as a whole. The thought was that this is a reasonable test for when you have an integrated cosmos
versus when you have a scattered pluralistic heap, and
then the paper argues that free recombination in fact
fails between things; there are real modal connections
between things in nature. And the conclusion I proposed is that these connections in nature suggest or
reveal a grounding connection between these things;
these things have a common ground, they’re modally
connected.
Could you explicate these modal connections? How do you
determine whether something is modally connected?
Here is a way to see whether two things are modally connected or modally free of each other. Call the things a and b.
We draw up a list of the various ways a can be. We’re going
to focus on the different intrinsic properties and locations a
might have, and we add to our list the one way in which a
can fail to be – namely, by not existing at all. So we have a
big list of ways a can be and the one way that a can fail to be.
Then we make a list of all the ways that b can be, intrinsically
and locationally speaking, and the one way b can fail to be.
Now we have these two big lists, the menu of options for a
and b. And here’s a sign of free recombination. Take any two
entries on the lists, take any way that a can be, including
the one way it can fail to be, and any way that b can be,
including the one way it can fail to be, and there should be
a single world that realizes both of these two ways together.
So if a can be red and square and here, and b can be blue
and triangular and there, and they are modally disconnected,
there ought to be a single world where a is red and square
and here and b is blue and triangular and there.

And you think that our world fails this test?
So the argument in the paper was that no two things
are modally free of each other, in the sense that you can
take any two things in the world and they will fail this
test for modal freedom. There will be a way that the
one can be and a way that the other can be, such that
there is no world that realizes both ways.
How do you show that any two objects a and b will fail this

test?

In your writings on monism you frequently mention the reason
for which monism fell out of fashion early in the last century,
and you often defend the neo-Hegelian monist contemporaries
of Russell and Moore – you think they were misinterpreted.
First: What was this reason for the dismissal of monism?
I think the reason for the dismissal of monism was
two-fold. One is: The view was misinterpreted. I
think of monism, at least in its better forms, not
as the view that only the cosmos exists – with no
proper parts – but rather as the view that the whole
is prior to its parts – or is more fundamental than
its parts. The claim that the cosmos is prior to its
parts presupposes that there are these parts, less
fundamental than the whole. So you see Russell
and Moore caricaturing the monists as holding
that the world has no parts, while I think the monists are better interpreted as saying that the world
has parts, but those parts are dependent. There was
a misreading, and this went hand in hand with the
complaint: ‘Oh, monism is a crazy view that contradicts common sense’; you certainly see this both
in Russell and Moore. The view that only the cosmos exists and that it has no parts, is a crazy view;
it’s so antithetical to common sense that it ought to
be dismissed. But the kind of monism that I advocate, which I think is the historically better interpretation of monism, where it is just said that the
whole is more fundamental than its proper parts,
is not contradictory to common sense. It seems to
me that there is a non-crazy version of monism
that ought to have been taken seriously, and that I
hope will be taken seriously again.
I’m glad you mention the historical versions of monism, because in contradistinction to many of your contemporary ana-
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What I argue is that there are a number of plausible metaphysical views that would have this
consequence – I leave open which of these views
is correct. But just to illustrate: Consider a view
on which fundamental things have essential causal
powers. Then there will be ways that the one thing
a can be, and ways that the one thing b can be,
that do not correspond to any way that both can
be together. This is because their ‘essential causal
powers’ will place constraints on each other. For instance, though a itself can be relocated from ‘here’
to ‘there’, it cannot do so leaving the rest of the
world as is, or else we’ll get a causally incoherent
scenario – a rip in the causal fabric.
lytic colleagues, you are fond of situating your view historically
and you often quote historical figures to support your theses. So
my question is: What do you see yourself as doing? Do you see
your work as taking part in a great historical venture?
I hope it does. I think it’s important to situate
one’s views historically, especially in an area with
such a rich history of great philosophers. And I
think maybe I have done something to convince
contemporary philosophers to take monism more
seriously and to remind them how many great philosophers of the past have thought that this view
has something going for it.
Yours are some of the few papers that make positive use of the
neo-Hegelians, the opponents of Russell and Moore; do you see
yourself as a kind of vindicator of their position and of these
philosophers?
In some ways. I would have my disagreements with
them as well; they are pretty much all idealists who
think that mind is the more fundamental term
than matter, while I am a physicalist. So I am not
trying to vindicate the whole system of Bradley, or
anything like that, but I do think these philosophers have some very important insights that have
been unjustly neglected. I would be happy enough
if my work served the wider purpose of getting
more people to read Bradley.
Now, as we approach the end, I want to ask you about the methodology of metaphysics: In many of your papers you mention
intuitions. For instance, in your review of Professor Trenton
Merricks’ Truth and Ontology, you mention the truthmaking intuition, which was brought to light by Aristotle,
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and which underlies the view Merricks seeks to rebut. Do you
think intuitions – and, if there is a connection, common sense
– play any role in metaphysics? This is especially worth considering in light of Professor Herman Cappelen’s new book,
Philosophy without Intuitions, in which he claims to show
that philosophy does not in fact depend on intuitions.
That’s a great question. I’m happy to say that intuitions do play a role, though I am not sure I would
be contradicting Professor Cappelen in saying this,
given what he means by ‘intuition’. The way I’m
thinking of it is that intuitions are certain claims
that seem right. The truth-making intuition is one
such: The claim that truth depends on being, or
slightly more precisely, that whether or not a given proposition is true is determined by how the
world is. This is a claim about an asymmetric dependence of propositional truth on the world. So
when I say that there is this intuition, I don’t mean
that there is some little mental episode or maybe
some phenomenologically detectable little ‘ooohh’
inside, which corresponds to that; I just mean that
it seems right that truth depends on being. I don’t
want to get Professor Cappelen’s views wrong, but
I believe he has the background view that folks
make certain judgments of what is wrong, and an
intuition is no more than saying what we think is
right.
Yes, that is about right. Professor Cappelen’s view is also that
in many cases intuitions are simply propositions we put in
the common ground given the context of conversation or
argument.
Would he also agree that we can put these propositions in the common ground for a reason, maybe
just because they seem right?
Yes, I think he would agree to that. But in Philosophy without Intuitions, he does say that when philosophers take
propositions for granted, they would provide reasons and arguments if questioned and not just dismiss the question with
‘that’s obvious’ or something similar.
Okay. I’m not sure I could always provide reasons
and arguments if questioned. Maybe. If I recall
correctly, what Professor Cappelen does is he looks
at when philosophers quote intuition and he tries
to show that they’re doing it in this very minimal
way that doesn’t presuppose any philosophically
ornate framework. So when I use notions of intuition, I think I’m also doing it in this very minimal
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way, which as far as I am aware is consistent with
what Professor Cappelen thinks is the minimal role
of intuition in philosophical methodology.
But more generally concerning methodology in metaphysics:
Oftentimes in contemporary metaphysics one uses commonsense propositions, or intuitive propositions, as a starting point
for theorizing – David Lewis does this, for instance. Do you
agree with that method?
I do. Lewis has a quite memorable quip, which is
something like: ‘Where else should I begin? With
what I think is false?’. I am very influenced by
Lewis in general, particularly on this starting point.
I don’t think that is anything specific to metaphysics, I don’t even think that’s anything specific to
philosophy. I think – and I think Lewis thinks of it
in this way as well – that this is just a very general
methodological claim about theorizing. Start with
what seems right and adjust things along the way.
Lewis says explicitly in On the Plurality of Worlds that it
counts against his modal realism that it flies in the face of
common sense. It seems the sense of this claim may be cashed
out as giving pre-theoretic beliefs or intuitions default justificatory status. Do you agree?
Yeah, that seems sufficient for understanding
Lewis’ point there.
But you don’t think that’s particular to metaphysics?
No, I think if one started for instance in ethics
with a theory that said ‘it’s right to torture innocent babies for fun’, that would be a pretty big
strike against that theory. It might be possible to
overcome that strike in the end, but such a big
strike would be pretty hard to overcome. But take
a theory that started with a slightly less crazy claim;
that theory might still in the end emerge as the
best overall theory. That’s true in ethics, but it’s
true outside of philosophy as well. In history you
might have a narrative about what happened during the French revolution. It might be that the
central point of the narrative sounds a bit odd and
implausible at first; but the evidence might bear
out this hypothesis, even though it had a slightly
implausible starting point.
I have one final question: During the talk in Oslo you mentioned that you have some peculiar views on possibility and
necessity, nomological possibility and necessity, and metaphy-

sical possibility and necessity. What are these?
Overall I think that a lot more things are possible
and, correspondingly, that a lot less things are necessary, than most other philosophers. Most other
philosophers, in a tradition that goes back to Lewis
and Kripke and Stalnaker and many others, think
that what is metaphysically possible corresponds to
the outer limits of what’s possible; if something is
metaphysically impossible it is not possible at all.
I think that metaphysical possibility is a restricted
sort of possibility. Most other philosophers also
think that nomological possibility, the possibilities
that conform to the laws of nature, are a restricted
subset of the metaphysical possibilities. There are
also fans of possibility who think that there is a
wider realm, the conceptual possibilities, of which
the metaphysical possibilities are a sub-sphere; but
they still hold on to the idea that the nomological
possibilities are a restricted sub-sphere of the metaphysical possibilities. They have a kind of nestedsphere picture: We have the actual world, and then
we have a little sphere of the nomological possibilities, and then a bigger sphere encompassing that, of
the metaphysical possibilities, and maybe a bigger
sphere encompassing that, of the conceptual possibilities – this is another standard view. I actually
think that there are nomological possibilities that

are not metaphysically possible, and that’s a very
unusual view. To illustrate what I have in mind:
Take whatever is the true metaphysical theory of
properties, maybe they’re universals, maybe they’re
tropes, maybe it’s just nominalistic classes of objects – never mind, let’s just say they’re universals.
So all the metaphysically possible worlds are going to be universals-worlds. But the laws of nature
are indifferent to the true theory of properties. So
there are going to be trope quantum field theory
worlds that are nomologically but not metaphysically possible.
Do you have anything to add? Do you think you have presented fairly your views on the various topics?
Yes, I think so. I just want to add that it’s great
to see analytic metaphysics being discussed around
the world. It’s a pleasure to be able to participate in
the discussion, and to be interviewed by you here
in Oslo. Thank you.
Thank you for the interview Professor Schaffer.
NOTES
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